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.------NOTICE-----~ 

INTRODUCTION 

This report was prepared as an account of work. 
sponsored by the United States Government. Neither the 
United States nor the United Slates Department of 
Energy, nor any of their employees , nor any of their 
contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
a_ny. ':1'arranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal 
hab1hty or responsibility for the 1ccuracy, completeness 
or usefulness of any information , apparatus, product or 
process disclosed , or represents that iu u1e would not 
infringe priv:itely owned right&. 

The transportation of DOE ' s Transuranium** (TRU) waste is highlighted in the Defense Waste 
Program Hanagement Document as one of the key elements in the effec tive management of TRU waste . 
In addition, there are several ma jor nee ds common to the r adioac tive materials transportation 
ar ea as a whole which are just as apparent with respect to TRU waste transportation : 

• Lack of shipping conta iner standardization , 
• Lack of unif orm analytical evaluation techniques in determining package 

performance with resp ect to t es t (performance) criteria , 
• Lack of public and carrier accep t ance and understanding of safety aspects, 

Lack of a functional trans portation data base, and 
o Lack of a thorough analysis of "TRU Waste Transport Ec•momics" . 

These can be sunnnarized by stating tha t a need exists for an integrated , l ong-term DOE Transpor 
t ation Plan . 

Mound Facility, recognizing the long l ead times r eq ui red to develop such transport systems 
and recognizing the need for an opera t ional STRUT Sy stem to suppor t the start-up of the Waste 
I solation Pilot Proj ect (WIPP), began s uch a program last year . In ad diLion to the l ong lead 
time and WIPP operational support , t here are two more important r eas0ns for star ting the trans
porta tion s tudy now . 

First, t he volume of TRU waste is increasing and will continue to increase because of major 
decontamination and decommissioning operations , under way or pl anned , throughout the DOE complex . 
NOTE: There are gr eater than 1000 ATHX r ailcar J oads of waste at Idaho National Engineering 
Labora tory (INEL) righ t no-;..r . . . and 10 ATMX railcars a vai l able t oday for transport o f s uch ·waste . 

*Mound Facility is operated by Monsanto Research Corporation for the Department of Energy under 
Contract No . EY-7 6-C-04-0053 . 

**Definition per DOEM-0511 : Transuranium-Contaminated Solid Wastes - Those co,1taminated with 
certain alpha - emi tting r ad ionuclides of long half-lif e and high specific radiotoxicity to 
grea t er than 10 nanocuries pet gram (10 microcuries per kilogram), subject to the following 
condit ion and understandings : a) The radionuclides included a r e U- 233 (with daughter products) , 
plutoni um and transplutcnium nuclid.es excep t Pu- 238 a nd Pu-241. (NOTE: That Pu-238 anc Pu-241 
waste should be handled as transuranium-conlaminated was t e when so indicated hy Pu- 239 im
puriti~s or when required by l oca l bur l Hl cr iteria .) 
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To transport this volume of TRU waste would take approximately eight years of constant transpor-
tation. A volume of approximately 2600 ATMX railcar loads is predicted py 1985. To transpdrt 
this waste using all ten _ATMX railcars. currently available would take 22: years. 

Dedi~ating all the available Super Tiger resources to meeting this TRU transportation need 
does not provide much help. There are only six Super Tigers in the entire country. Three are 
owned and rented by Nuclear Engineering· Co. -;;y-Louisville, Ky., and the ~ther three are owned by 
DOE" contractors. If all six were put intb dedica~ed service, the TRU trAnsport times would be 
reduced from eight ~ears to six years and from 22 years to 15 ye~rs, res~ectively. 

Secondly, we may not have several years to develop the STRUT System. ATMX railcars are 
currently under scrutiny ·and may not be authorized for use even through FY-1978. A long-term 
answer must be developed. 

Mound Facility has been analyzing this problem for several years .and has· been actively 
pursuing answers to key questions impacting a future STRUT System. A detailed approach has. been 

·prepared and presented to the Department of Energy. The key elements of this ~lan are presented 
in this paper. 

These elements include: 

1) Acceptance - Public, Carrier and Regulatory. 
2) Transport data base formation and analysis that takes int6 account the following 

questions: 

Gl What transport modes will be most effective in future years? 
~ What volume of TRU waste will have to be transported? 
e What will be the condition of the retrieved TRU packagings - DOT Specification 7A? 
& What changes are expected in the transport regulations and what impact will 

these changes have upon future packaging and transportation of TRU contaminated 
waste materials and radioactive materials as a whole? 

3) Systems Analysis to in.tegrate TRU packaging, DOE contractor (large and small gqnerators), 
WIPP, retrieval sites, safeguards and security, and carrier needs and requirements into 
the developing STRUTS. 

4) Development of the actual STRUTS hard~are to: 

e meet regulatory requirements, 
o meet the start-up schedule of WIPP, 
o meet the full-scale operationa·l needs of WIPF, 
G ensure maximum integration with the "Standard TRU ·Package.," and 
e provide transport units to meet all portions of the TRU waste transport needs. 

5) Custom impleme11n1ti nn nf thP STRUT System to ensure a smooth transition at the contractor 
sites, WIPP, the cetrieval sites and with the carriers and the publ.i.c. 

These five elements will be diucussed in greater detail in the following sections of the 
paper. Mound Facility began data assembly and analysis in several of these ar.eas as early as 
FY-1976, and in FY-1977 contracted with an industrial consultant, Protective Packaging, "Inc., 
Louisville, Kentucky, to assist in t:he data assembly and analysis. 

ACCEPTANCE IS THE FIRST AND MOST ESSENTIAL OBJECTIVE 

Public, carrier and regulatory acceptance must be achieved. Regulatory acceptance, the 
licensing and authorization for use, would emphasize actual performance testing of the STRUT 
System units. Modeling, testing and analysis, in the same fashion as is currently being done by 
Sandia LaborntoriP.s, would be very important. Those responsible for. the "final approval" of 
the license (along with representatives of the news media, the public, carriers, legiFlators, 
etc.) would be invited to view and participate in the hypothetical accident testing and •;.<ould 
be able to see first-hand the compliance with the regulatory requirements. Pictorial 
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documentat1on, such as movies, slide presentations, still photos, and brochures, could be pre
pared and utilized for the next phase of acceptance: .Public and Carrier Acceptance. It is ex
pected that the services of a professional public relations firm would be utilized in developing 
a formal plan to achieve the. maximum in effective communications and overa11· acceptance. 

Resources such ~s professional.societies, DOE contractor and nuclear industry personnel, 
and college and university personnel could be organized first. One possibility is to identify 
several levels of communication targets forming a py-ramid in shape, with each lower level en
compassing a greater p·oI'.tion ·of the public. · Presentation would be made starting at the top of 
this pyramid; resources such as films, slide presentations, automated slide presentations, 
pictorial brochures, and handouts would be provided and pers.onnel at a particular level would 
be requested to approach the next target level of communication. This communication pyramid 
would continue until a very extensive level of public and carrier understanding and acceptance 
had been achieved. Every appropriate technical and governmental meeting would have exhibits 
depicting the STRUTS development program, its objectives and planned approach. Industry and 
trade associati~ would be heavily utilized in this proposed communicat:i_on plan. 

j 
A FUNCTIONAL TRANSPORTATION DATA BASE IS !u~OTHER KEY ELEMENT 

One question which must be resolved is whether to buy the transport units, with the 
associated large capital outlay; maintenance, storage, repa.ir and replacement costs or, alter~ate
ly, to rent these units from industry. It must be understood that while economics can determine 
how much it will cost to transport TRU .waste and how one_ method compares in cost to another 
method, economics by itself may not be the deciding factor. ln the case of small generators or 
sites with limited faciliti.es, the "best" method from an inventory and operational standpoint 
may cost somewhat more than the most "economical" system. 

·Another question to be resolved concerns waste characterization: Can the types·of TRU 
_waste be grouped into several specific categories based on physical and nuclear characteristics, 
e.g., high-, intermediate-, and low-density materials, Transport Index (TI), number of curies, 
Fissile Class? This information would be necessary for effective cargo management and for de
termining the different types of transport units necessary for an effective STRUT System. For 
example, large highway vans might be used for Low Density LSA (10-100 nCi/g) TRU waste;'small 
highway vans, for High Density LSA (10-100 nCi/g) TRU waste; large highway STRUTS units, for 
Low Density Type B and L.Q. TRU waste; and rail units, for High Density Type B and L.Q. TRU 
waste. 

Assay techniques and technological advances in thi~ area could have a significant effect 
on transport economics. LSA and Type A quantities of radioactive materials can generally be 
transported via highway ·(with no elaborate containment or overpacks) at a lesser cost than can 
Type B packages. Some TRU waste that really meets the LSA criteria or Type A Quantity criteria 
is being transported as Type B quantities because analytical techniques are not available to dis
tinguish belween LSA, Type A, ann Type B quantities once the material is packaged. Since it 
would be cost effective (and decrease the required 11sage of the more sophisticated Type B and 
Large Quantity transport units) to ship materials as LSA or Type A, an emphasis on this less 
expensive transport mode could be expected if the technology advances Lu allow this detP.rmina
tion. These questions--How much is generated? How much has been generated? Is that already 
generated marked adequately to,..allow future segregation? What is the likelihood of such ad
vances?-- must.be assessed and appropriate plans made. 

The number of transport units required to meet the TRU transportation needs is a critical 
number. This number depends on a number of factors, the first of which is the design capacity 
within WIPP for accepting and handling incoming TRU waste. This is expected to be the limiting· 
factor. The sum of the incoming TRU waste \~ill be thE: sum of the ro11tine TRU waste generation 
plus that retrieved from sites such as Idaho National Engineering T.aboratory (INEL). The trans'
port of retrieved waste is expected to be more "straightforward" than for that portion· being 
generated at the contractor sites and requiring transport to WIPP, consider{ng that: 

a) transport (turn-around) times for tl1e TRU transport units would be well-known dnd a 
definite schedule could be established; 
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b) cargo management will be easier since there is just one center for the coordination 
of handling and loading of the waste and the scheduling of transport units; and 

c) the·other incoming TRU waste stream is made up of several sources and types of waste; 
therefore," the size of packagings, weight of packagings, composition with respect to 
curie content, and isotope and radiation levels will vary substantially. 

Predicting turn-around times for shipments from a multitude of points will be much more 
difficult. It would seem reasonable that a logistics study would point out advantages in a 
dual or. multi-modal system encompassing possible transport by highway. units to one or a series 
of points where the waste could be consolidated into more economical transport modes. This 
would most likely benefit generators of small volumes of waste. Thus, accurate data on future 
annual generation of TRU waste and the types and physical characteristics will be very important. 
Ease of use, minimum handling, inspect·ion, maintenance, and ease of loading and unloading will 
all affect this turn-around time. 

The!development •of a STRUT System would initially assume a specified quality of packag: to 
be retri~ved. Mound Facility's plan calls for plant.ing "test drums" in the retrieval arrays. 
This would start immediately, and whert retrieval was begun (several years hence) these .test 
drums would be removed and tested to determine their ability to meet specified transportation 
performance criteria. This would provide test data upon which packaging and transportation de
cisions could be made .. These test packages would contain nonradioactive ma!:erials to simulate 
the actual contents of the TRU waste drums. These drums would be placed in retrievable storage 
arrays. In addition, the data currently being gathered at these sites would be analyzed to 
allow predictions of package performance characteristics upon retrieval. 

Early in 1977 when Mound Facility began looking at the question; "What will be the optimum 
transport mode(s) in. FY-1984 and thereafter?" the rail question was definitely not clear. Some 
railroads were trying to say, "We aren't going to carry radioacti\·e materials at all." Others 
wer.e saying that such materials would be carried only by "single. use trains," a situation which 
has several severe disadvantages, described briefly in the preceding paper (no. 51). 

The possibility of these two restrictions being imposed has been reduced by recF.!nt. court 
decisions; however, the possibility of further restrictions (regulatory or carrier imposed) has 
to be continually assessed. 

It would seem that a combination of rail and highway· transport units would most likely b~ 
an optimum system, but air and water would also have to be examined extensively. Some western 
states allow use of double and triple bottom trailers. This concept, if generally accepted by 
all states, could swing_ the be.lance in favor of the highway transport mode. Possibly "standard" 
routes could be established with increased authorized gross weights for highways and/or. rail. 

In the fluid environment of regulations, the impact of significant changes expected in the 
regulations governing radioactive materials is of utmost importance. This may well be the area 
requiring the most attention, since several early decisions on STRUTS will be made based on the 
direction of regulations. · 

SYSTEMS Ai~ALYSIS WILL ENSURE T1HELY COMPLETION AND EFFECTIVE HIPLEHENTATJ.ON 

Figure 1 depicts the intent of the system analysis in general terms. The heavy lines 
repre:Sent the main flow of TRU contaminated waste to WIPP1 

1) from on-site generation, and 
2) from the inventory stored Rt 20-year retrieval sites. 

The circled areas represent questions which must b~ answered; data which must be generated, 
assembled, and analyzed; or decisions which must be made in order to allow the timely develop
ment of a STRUT System. 

The over.all theme of the development pro.gram should be an integrc:ted system. So often 
pack;ige development \.'ithin the nuclear industry has· been very parochial in nature. Too many 
times, redundant technologies have been studied and developed for specific purposes when more 
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effective .comrnunicatiqns or willingness to utilize technologies developed by other-s would have 
saved considerable time and effort and money. Uniformity has been needed irt the past, is needed 
today, and must be incorporated in STRUTS. 

Another problem has been the recent decay. in technology development in the area of packaging 
and transportation of radioactive materials.· Industry has found that it is generally uneconomi
cal to invest in research and development of radioactive materials packaging. The reasons are 
readily apparent, e.g.·, lengthy time required to receive license and approval for use, high 
developmen~·costs, lack of ensurance that regulat6ry changes will not negate yet-to-b~ completed 
research and development, uncertainty about future regulatory impacts. These are all sununarized 
by high development costs and less-than-adequate return on investment. 

STRUTS would integrate the standard TRU package design (planned for development by DOE) in
to the overall transport system. No longer can the industry afford to have such intimately re
lated programs proceeding independently of one another. Representatives of WIPP, DOE contractors, 
the "TRU retrieval sites, and the carriers must have roles on the project management team develop
ing .STRUTS. This integration would be accomplished by a Sys terns Analysis approach. -1 . 

-,,-a.·· 

The~proposed systems analysis would: 

a) identify .the major functions or components in the TRU waste transport 
chain; 

b) analyze these co~ponents and determine the critical path; and 
c) develop a detailed plan to achieve the overall objective - the safe and economic 

transport of TRU waste. 

The initial emphasis.would be on preparing the way for effective implementation, at both 
~he contractor and WIPP uperations level, of the STRUTS hardware system. Hardware needs and 
requirements would be identified based on contract~operations (types of waste, volumes, radia
tion) and incorporated into the STRUTS design criteria. 

Custom STRUTS implementation plans would be developed for DOE contractors (as appropriate) 
.beginning in FY-1979. Individual sites would be analyzed ancl a TRU waste materials handling 
model established. Parameters of interest in this detailed anal::tsis include an evalua'tion of 
waste staging facilities, railroad interface, materials handling equipment and packaging mate
rial&, and cost effectiveness. 

The objective should be to ensure.that the implementation of the final STRUTS System is as 
efficient and as cost effective as possible. The site specific material handfing models will 
point out advance preparations, and equipmenL and facility procurement which must be made. The 
development of these site models will continue until all sites are completed. 

In additi.on to these site models, other specific components such as WIPP operational char
acteristics, retrieval plans at INEL and possible contractor si.tes, waste treatment plans (and 
thi;>j.r P¥pPrtPrl pffiriPnry And pffP.r.t on waste vol1,1rr.H;!$), commercial spent-fuel storage, and, 
later, possible reprocessing plans will be analyzed. Such analyses will yield data important to 
the successful. impTem~ntation of a STRUT System. These data include announcements of iequired 
transport capacity and implementatio~cost. The data will also enable development· of an imple
mentation plan and provide direction to STRUTS hardware development. 

DEVELOPMENT OF ACTUAL STRUTS HARDWARE 

The results of the data collection and analysis would provide the direction for the Phase 
II portion of this program, the actual development of the STRUTS hardware. As mentioned befor~, 
the final transport "system" will likely consist of severaldifferent units--e.g., small and 
large highway transport upits, small and large rail units, possibly a combination of both--to 
meet most effectively the wide variety. of needs, current and expected. TRU waste transport 
needs include those for: 
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o Low· Specific Act.ivHy (LSA) 
o Type A quantities 
e Type B quantities 
c High and Low density materials 
o Odd size packaging from special activities such as decontamination and decommissioning 

·@ Small volume generators 
e Sites with limited facilities (e.g., no rail sidings, no capability to handle heavy 

packaging, etc.) 
G Sites with sp~cial local and state restrictions orr transportation (e.g., Brookhaven 

and New York City's special restrictions). 

CUSTOM IMPLEMENTATION OF THE .STRUT SYSTEM 

The major emphasis of the entire program should be the development of a system which most 
. effectively meets the DOE and j.ndustry TRU waste transport. needs. To ensure· maximum effective
ness in this area, individual T~U waste handling plans would be developed by the DOE contractors 
to cover the areas of packaging, on-site movement, staging, inspection, and loading into the 
transport units. These materials handling analyses and plans, initiated.even before the STRUTS 
hardware effort was begun, would answer many questions and provide a wealth of data on how best 
to meet the operational requirements of WIPP, DOE contractors and the retrieval sites. Thus, 
implementation of STRUTS would· be easy, because it would be custom designed for the TRU·waste 
handling operation by individual sites and by WIPP. 

SUMMARY 

Transportation, the link between TRU waste generation and WIPP and a vital iink in the 
overa11 TRU waste management program, must be addressed. The· program must have many facets: 
ensuring public and carrie:~: acceptance, formation of a functional and current transportation 
data base, systems integration, maximum utilization of existing technology, and effective . 
implernentation and integration o'f the transport system into current and planned operational 
systems. 
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